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WAIMAK UNITED FOOTBALL CLUB 
MINUTES OF AGM MEETING, TUESDAY 9 DECEMBER 2014 
HELD AT A&P SHOWGROUNDS CAFE, 7PM 

TYPE OF MEETING COMMITTEE MEETING 

FACILITATOR Ian Fong             IN ATTENDANCE: Erana Breitmeyer 

ATTENDEES 

Pam Fraser, Janine Willis, Andrew Bennett, Dave Boon, William Fleming, Ben Roddis, Ray Kettley, Greg Coleman, Peter 
Commons, Mike Sheldrake, Brodie McDonald, Colin Nolan, Paul Williamson, Steve Tongue, Simon Clark, Blair Cutting, 

Gordon Fraser, Andrew Currie, Roger Shore, Brian Lay, Greg Vartha, Brent Russell, Evan Ley, Nigel Lavender, Dawn 
Belcher, Lance de Klerk, Maarten Vijjfhuizen 

APOLOGIES  

Declaration of Conflict of Interests: none 
Speaking Rights: granted to everyone  

MAIN BUSINESS    

OBITUARIES 

There was a moment’s silence for: 

Alan Fraser 

Mr Van Till 

Joy Burroughs 

MINUTES OF 

PREVIOUS 

MEETING 

Moved by Ian that the minutes of the previous AGM be accepted as a true and accurate record. Seconded by Simon 
Clark.  

CORRESPONDENCE 
Resignation of Brent Russell from the board. 

MATTERS ARISING 

Thanks for replying to the ‘questions’ document prior to the meeting. 

How many have we lost to Selwyn? Won’t know until registration.  

Clarification of dispensation to play up “at the NTC level” – arguing that we are a special case as we have no FTC 
programme in Rangiora. 

CHAIRMANS 

REPORT 

Ian spoke briefly to his report. 

Happy to adopt report – Ian Fong moved. Seconded by Pete Commans. 

STRATEGIC PLAN 

Ian gave an overview. 

From survey conducted in May/June, built some information from respondents, and formulated some achievable goals for 

2015. 

Courses – refs, coaching. 

Board meeting dates yet to go onto calendar. Senior season starts on 11th not 18th March.  

Is there an intention to do another survey? Ian had felt that every second year would be enough.  

On calendar there are no Mainland tournaments or North Canterbury tournaments, as it is a Waimak document. Could 

draft it in so that coaches are aware of potential clashes. 

PROPERTY 

OVERVIEW 

What are the plans for Kendal Park? As per questions section (Engineers report).  

No indication of when (no district council budgets set as yet). No interest from elsewhere. North Canterbury Sports Trust 
to run this – Mike Sharpe – CEO. 

Peter outlined booking system. We have supplied wishlist of dates as we are the biggest stakeholder. Mooting $80 per 

hour - $20 for lights. 

1st team using it two times a week etc – we sell sponsorship around the fence, and offset charges against that. 

Not just exclusively for senior use. 

Plan if sponsors don’t come on board? What happens if we come up short? 

It will be user pays at the end of the day. Teams can’t really afford to pay for it individually. 

Council didn’t do business plan or budgets. Pam Fraser clarified that we have more pitches overall due to A&P useage. 

A&P Association has own groundsman. Any extra work we will have to pay for and deal with. 

In 1990’s, Lehmans Road was available for use of Football – has anyone gone down this track? (Due to growth within the 
west side – may be worth exploring). Perhaps Mandeville? 

Maria Andrews – building is not sold, so what is Plan B? Ian replied that as it is still being used as a clubrooms, it still 
has some worth/value to us. Comments from prospective purchasers has indicated that due to the roof height, it is not 
worth transporting.  

Suggestion from the floor – perhaps renovate it to sell? 

Have been offered toilets and portacom to use wherever.  

Council getting another report done on Maria Andrews. Something will happen after a year. 
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Ian moved that this strategic plan be adopted. Gordon Fraser seconded.  

FINANCIAL 

Dawn spoke to what she emailed out the previous evening. 

Why are merchandise sales down so much? Any gear purchased by teams used to be included – now it’s just the online 
purchases. 

Old stock now gone. 

Will have it sorted for this year. Nigel highlighted that the new gear is online now.  

Lost money in bar/shop. Not doing that anymore.  

Gordon Fraser queried why Division 1 men are separated out? Men don’t pay subs (paid nby sponsorship). Division 1 
women paid subs and partially by sponsorship. 

Premiere women’s team wouldn’t have to pay subs. 

Why drop subs? Last year subs increased due to loss of gear/replacement. Don’t have to do that this year. 

P:ub surplus into Kendall Park? No. 

Survey said not happy with subs or the lack of transparency – this is partially reacting to those comments.  

Pricing over different clubs is all over the place. Football is very user pays.  

Bring Masters issues to a board meeting if there are issues outstanding.  

Looking at hosting some tournaments as income potential. 

Mainland fees clarification – everyone must pay. $23 mainland. $40 NZ Football. 

Also covered in questions section regarding Masters players. 

Dawn clarified/discussed fees structure. For presidents – individual fee. Nigel commended Dawn for her work. 

Maybe able to come to an arrangement for unregistered players/part-time players.  

Dawn moved that the finance report be accepted. Seconded by Blair Cutting. 

Dawn moved that subs for next year (plus 7-10 year kit charge) be accepted. Seconded by Lance de Klerk. Carried.  

PATRON 
Ian Fong moved that Ray be patron. Seconded by Gordon Fraser. 

ELECTION OF 

OFFICERS 

Elect two. Board co-opt two.  

Info/profiles has been widely circulated (apart from Ken Frame’s details not appearing on the web). 

Elected – Andrew Currie and Greg Coleman. Moved to co-opt Ken/Andrew as full 8. Ian Fong moved. Seconded by Dawn. 

PROPOSED REMIT 

Ian outlined the reason for this – realized the constitution was fairly weak. This will now allow the board to take action in 

misconduct cases. The board is accountable, but has no powers. There are now complaints policies etc.  

Documentation is now required for any complaints – they need to be received in writing, and a unanimous decision is 

required within a board meeting for action to be taken.  

Need robust processes in place. 

Can suspend relationship with the club. 

The board sign a code of conduct that requires impartiality. 

Ian Fong moved that we accept the motion. Seconded by Nigel Lavender.  

All in favour bar one abstention. None against.  

MEETING CLOSED 9.20pm 

NEXT MEETING 

27 January 2015 (no time was decided) 

 

SPECIAL NOTES 
Please forward any items to Ian for the next meeting. 
Ian thanked everyone for coming.  

SIGNED:  

 


